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Falling Out of Cars 
for quarter-tone alto flute, guitar and live electronics 
Notes for Performance 
 
Prior to performance, the following three guitar lines are to be recorded and mixed down to a 
single stereo file. This stereo file is to be the sound file used in the Scratter Max/MSP patch 
for the performance of this work. 
 
In the diagram below, the pitches illustrate the unprocessed sound file (labelled in the Scratter 
patch as ORIGINAL) and match those of the initial guitar recordings. The black rectangular 
blocks indicate the same sound file in its processed form (labelled in the Scratter patch as 
PROCESSED.  
The example below indicates that both ORIGINAL and PROCESSED sound files are to be 
triggered simultaneously. This is done by using the Play Both function on the Scratter patch.  
 
 
 The rate of disintegration of the black rectangular blocks indicates the rate at which the sound 
file is “shredded”. The rate of shred is controlled with the ball controller in the grey square in 
the top left corner of the Scratter patch, with the x-axis indicating the size of each shredded 
segment and the y-axis indicating the random distribution of the shredded segments. 
 
The disintegration of the black rectangular blocks indicates that the sound file is approaching 
a state that aurally approximates white noise. The grey line is scaled from dark to light grey, 
which indicates the volume of the sound file, with darker indicating louder and lighter 
indicating quieter. 
 
The width of the grey line indicates the width of the band pass filter and the contour of the 




The Scratter patch has two duplicated control areas so two versions of the same sound file 
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